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Board opposes
takeover, calls
for autonomy
By Usa J. Horsdi
Ooily Staff Writer
Several ASI board mem
bers have drafted a resolu
tion opposing the transfer
of ASI accounting and
payroll functions to the Cal
Poly Foundation without
consulting the Board of
Directors.
The resolution, co-spon
sored by 20 members of the
board, says not only is the
need for self-financial ac
counting essential to the
autonomy of ASI, but that
a c tio n s su ch as the
takeover undermine the
working relationship and
trust between the ad
ministration and students.
“'This is a corporation —
this is not the best way to
conduct business,” said
James Huffman, College of
E n g in e e r in g
rep re
sentative. “ It shouldn’t
have been dropped on us.”
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By Garrett M. Mettier
Ooily Staff Wtiter
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Cal Poly sign language interpreter Emily Townsend also teaches
a class at Cuesta / Daily photos by L. Scott Robinson

It*s not easy turning sound into symbols, but those
who communicate with their hands at Cal Poly say it's

A WELCOME SIGN
By Down PlIslNiry

onstruction management senior Mark Dehaesus is a buff
kind of guy. He’s one of those guys who look like they
could routinely take a 7 a.m. sprint to Morro Bay and jog
back before breakfast.
And indeed, he is affiliated with Rec Sports. But not as
one might think.
He teaches the American Sign Language (ASL) class.
Dehaesus is part of a network of resources for sign language interpretation and education at Cal Poly.

Ody Staff Writer

See SIGN LANGUAGE, page 3

^ rm breaking
barriers between
the deaf and
hearing students."
Mark Dehaesus

Sign language teacher

At least 170 nighttime
parking permits have been
sold since they were first
m a d e a v a ila b le
th is
quarter.
But officials say it’s too
early to make a definitive
assessment of the program.
“Part of any kind of
program like this is getting
adjusted to it,” said Joe
Risser, director of Public
Safety. “We’ll see how
many sell next quarter, and
then re-evaluate it.”
’The reduced-rate permit
was introduced in response
to requests by students
who com e to cam pus
primarily at night, and
wanted to be able to park
in lighted lots.
'They sell for $18 — half
the rate of their day-use
counterparts — and are
valid from 5 to 10 p.m.

Three unknown men al
legedly attacked a Cal Poly
student Monday evening in
the dark walkway between
the tennis courts and Mus
tang Stadium for a mere $9
and a leather wallet.
Civil engineering junior
Craig Tran left his class in
Fisher Science, walked
through the University

brought in an outside con
sultant, updated the equip
ment or retrained person
nel.”
According to ASI Presi
dent Erica Brown, students
deserve to know why this
particular decision was
made.
“We’re an $8 million cor
poration and this is a very
involved situation,” Brown
See ASI, page 3

Union and down to the ten
nis courts near Mustang
Stadium. He was walking
toward Mustang Village at
about 6:30 p.m. when three
men approached him.
“I noticed them coming
so I stepped aside,” Tran
said.
Two men passed him,
th en the th ir d man
punched him in the face
from the front. Tran said
he- was hit two more times

before all three men
pushed him down on the
ground trying to get his
wallet.
“I heard one guy say,
‘Did you get it?,’ ” 'Tran
said.
'Tran’s jeans pocket was
ripped when the three men
stole his wallet and his
glasses fell to the ground.
After allegedly robbing
'Tran, the three men ran
over the railroad tracks

into Mustang Village. Tran
tried to follow them, but he
lost sight of them.
'Tran’s roommate Jack
Chau, an architecture
sophom ore, encouraged
'Tran to report the robbery.
Mike Kennedy, inves
tigator for U n iversity
Police, said three men were
identified at 9 p.m. Monday
after they tried to use one
of'Tran’s credit cards at
See ASSAULT, page 5

Monday through Thursday.
In addition to the num
ber of permits being sold,
program evaluators are
keeping an eye on how
nighttime permit sales are
impacting overall parking
revenue.
“If there’s a lot of people
using them instead of dayuse permits, we’ll have to
consider the revenue loss,”
said electrical engineering
s e n io r M a tt S ch a fe r ,
university relations ad
ministrative liaison. “Even
if that is the case, I’ll push
for continuance of the
program.”
Schafer sat on the task
force that reviewed the
program last fall.
'Ib this point however,
revenue loss does not seem
to be a big concern.
“Sales of day-use per
mits this quarter are pretty
much the same as they
See PERMITS, page 2

INSIDE TODAY'S MUSTANG DAILY

Student attacked in dark campus walkway
By Monko Phillips
Doily Stoff Wiiter
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Too soon to tally financial
impact of nighttime permits
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The majority of board
members did not learn of
the transfer until an an
nouncement at the Jan. 25
meeting.
“We were only given in
formation in the meeting,”
Huffman said. “(With prior
notice), we could have

Riindy Davis refutes
recent column
dubbiti as ‘racist’
Tlie politics of Prop.
188 are exposed in
light of bill’s defeat
eal Poly’s Tim Cano
is a chip off tlie ol’
wrestling block
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Chronology of Prop. 188 revealed
By Michelle Locke
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Associated Piess

2 9 school days remaining in winter (juarter.

Scattered showers, NW wind 15 mph
pardy cloudy
64/45
65/NA

TODAY^S WEATHER:
TOM ORROW 'S WEATHER:
Today's h ig h /lo w :
Tomorrow's h ig h /lo w :

State-wide search for C SU student trustee

The California State Student Association (CSSA) is
actively seeking applicants for a student to represent the
320,000 California State University students.
The student trustee will serve from July 1, 1995
through June 30, 1997. T o qualify for the position, the
student must be at least a junior in class standing and
remain a student for the hill two-year appointment.
The deadline to submit applications to the CSSA is
heb. 28, 1995. Applications are available at the ASl
office. Career Placement and Planning and Division o f
Student Affairs.

TODAY

• Hike through the dunes to the beach via Shark
Inlet. I>carn about birds and native plants. Meet at the west end
of Butte Drive in Los Osos, 9:30 a.m.
Engineering Coundl Meeting • U.U. 220, 5 p.m.
London Study Workshop • Bishop's Ix)unge, 7 p.m.
Heortscore '9 5 • American Heart Association and the YMCA will
do body fat testing, a step test and stress test, 1020 Southwood
Dr. — 543-8235

Nature Hike

B E R K E L E Y — It’s three
months later, and the smoke has
cleared.
Now the full story can be told:
how the tobacco inciustry, facing
a strict new law banning smok
ing in most indoor workplaces,
literally seized the initiative in
California and wrote its own,
weaker ballot measure.
How for a time, Californians
seemed to favor that measure.
Proposition 188. How five tobac
co companies spent more than
$17 million to support it.
And how, finally. Prop 188
went down to ignominious
defeat.
“The voters of California saw
through it,” said Paul Billings of
the American Lung Association.
“Clearly, Proposition 188 was a
referendum on the tobacco in
dustry and the voters told them
to take a hike.”
On July 21, Gov. Pete Wilson
signed one o f the nation’s
toughest workplace smoking
bans. The bill’s sponsor. As
semblyman Terry Friedman, was
exultant.

THURSDAY

• Career Services, Room 224, 11 a.m. - 12
p.m. Call in advance to sign up — 756-2501
Physics Colloquium • Peter Zimmerman of the U.S. Arms Control
and Disarmament Agency will speak on "Ballistic Missile
Defense: The New Conundrum for Strategic Arms Control,"
Bldg. 52-E45, 11 a.m.

Job Search Workshop

Agendo Itetm: t/o GndyWebb, Grophic Arts 226, Col Poly 93407 — Fax:756-6784

RESERVE

O F F I C E R S'

AILY

“This is a case where David
slayed the tobacco Goliath,” he
crowed.
Not so fast.
Months before, the tobacco in
dustry knew it was in trouble.
Anti-tobacco sentiment was run
ning strong and attempts to
block the law in the Legislature

"Clearly, Proposition 188
was a referendum on the
tobacco industry, and the
voters told them to take a
hike."
Paul Billings

American Lung Association
had stalled. So Philip Morris and
other tobacco companies decided
to try something different.
They would write their own
law — one that actually repealed
the state ban, along with more
than 300 local ordinances — and
borrow the grass-roots tactics of
anti-tobacco groups to sell it as a
tough ballot initiative.

Many didn’t take the effort
seriously. Then, early polls
showed the proposition leading.
“We were in a panic,” said
Julia Carol of Berkeley-based
A m erican s for N onsm okers
Rights.
Opponents say ‘ Proposition
188 showed success early be
cause voters were misled into
thin kin g the m easure was
tougher than it was and did not
realize it was tobacco-backed.
Supporters called themselves
simply “ Californians
for
Statew ide Sm oking R estric
tions.”
“It was a very sneaky cam
paign,” said Stanton Glantz, a
UC-San Francisco professor of
medicine and foe of the tobacco
industry. “I’ve been at this a long
time and it was the slickest,
sleaziest campaigpi they’ve ever
run.”
“I didn’t run a sneaky cam
paign,” rejoined Lee Stitzenberger, director of the pro-188
campaign. “You can look at every
newspaper ad we ran and mil
lions of pieces of mail we sent out
that discussed in detail and
See SMOKE, page 5

PERMITS: Decision to keep program will factor in sales, reactions
From page 1

were winter quarter last year,“
said Jody Fisher of Fiscal Ser
vices.
Perhaps the most important
consideration for the task force
when they re-evaluate the
program will be student reac
tions.
Parking and Commuter Ser
vices A d m in istra tor Cindy
Campbell said the student com-

TRAINING

ments she’s heard have been
“nothing but appreciative.”
Campbell pointed out that the
permits might also be making
on-campus activity in the eve
ning safer for students.
“It has always been our
opinion that this program has in
creased the perception of campus
safety,” she said.
The night time permit

program is scheduled to continue
on a trial basis next quarter. At
quarter’s end, sales figures and
student reactions will factor into
the decision to discontinue or
make permanent the offering of
nighttime parking permits.
“Ultimately it will be student
use and benefits versus fiscal im
pacts that will determine the
fate of the program,” Campbell
said.

CORPS

THIS SPACE
COULD BE

RS

Advertise in the
M u sta n g D a ily

Only $65

TAKE YOUR BEST SHOT.
VALENTINES DAY SHOOT

fcb.

20

.Aliy??? ( a ll Sc o U >44 - 8 »49

General Meeting

Wed. Feb. 8th Bldg. 3 Rm. 213 8:30

Sponsored by Cal Poly ROTC
When: February 9, 1995, 9:00 am to 4:00 pm.
W here: Ccimpus Indoor Range (next to the Aviation Hangar, near the Horse Track).
Prizes: Boxes of candy will be awcirded hourly to the top shooter and roses to the
top shooter of the day.
How M uch: Five shots for $1.50, rifles and ammuiution provided.

Become a leader o f the LARGEST ski club in the
country. Gain great group communication
skills. Help 700 plus people have better
weekends and vacations, by providing great trips.

Shuttle: Will leave from the Dexter Building every hour, 15 minutes after the hour.
Info; Call 756-7682. Ask for Captain Spiridigliozzi.

S T ïïïïT f f ïïR

IT IS GOOD TO BE NOMINATED AT

ARMY ROTC

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
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ASI: Board is researching possibility of hiring outside accounting firms in order to keep student autonomy
From page 1

said. “It’s not like we’re a club
with a few hundred dollars in the
bank.”
Brown said board members
never had an opportunity to
provide input before the decision
was made or discuss ASI’s finan
cial situation.
“We didn’t even know what
was going on,” Brown said. “We
only knew the university was
concerned about the safety and
security of student’s money.”
However, ASI Board Chair

Jon Lew in January said both he
and Brown were notified in late
December that the university
was considering the move.
ASI has been looking over the
existing accounting system and
recognizes the lack of internal
controls, but feels those controls
could be in place within 18
months.
The proposed — but still un
decided — contract with Founda
tion would last from three to five
years. The time factor is one of
the issues being addressed in the

resolution.
Brown said difficulties in ASI
accounting have been apparent
for years.
“But it’s possible the account
security stemmed from the al
leged embezzlement charges,”
she said. “We lost a staff member
who resigned and we were al
ready understaffed.
“Maybe moving to the Foun
dation might be the best move.
They’ve been very helpful over
the last year, but we want to
keep all our options open.”

"We didn't even know what
was going on. We only knew
the university was concerned
about the safety and security
of students' money."
Erica Brown

ASI President
ASi is researching outside ac
counting firms to look at what
fees are charged for what ser
vices.
“If nothing else,” Brown said,
“it will allow us to negotiate the
best deal by having a complete
overview of the situation.”

SIGN LANGUAGE: Interpreters say it’s more complicated than it looks
From page 1

He is deaf, and speaks to
those who don’t know ASL
through an interpreter.
On one particular sunny
winter day, he spoke through
D isabled Students Services
(DSS) interpreter Kathy Hannula.
“I’m not really the teaching
type,” he said. “I’m breaking bar
riers between the deaf and hear
ing students.”
Dehaesus is now in his fifth
quarter teaching the class.
“Rec Sports needed an ASL
teacher, and asked me if I was
interested,” he said.
He said he has become more
comfortable with his teaching
style, and will be teaching for
three or four more quarters
before he graduates.
“Most of the students are
female,” he said. “Hardly any
males are in the class. I guess
the women are more flexible and
open-minded than the men.
“I explain to the students that
they could have a deaf child
when they have babies,” he said.
“'The same thing could happen to
me if I have a blind or Down’s
Syndrome child. I’d have to learn
how to deal with it.”
He said he originally had an
interpreter for his first class, but
then decided to have the stu

dents simply watch him and
figure out what he was saying in
sign language.
“To learn ASL is to learn not
to depend on your voice,” he said.
“The biggest thing is to break
that communication barrier,” he
said. “It’s an advantage for hear
ing people to learn ASL. Say
they’re a scuba diver, if they
were able to sign it would make
it easier for them underwater.”
Chris Parker Kennedy, a deaf
services specialist at DSS, said
three Cal Poly students use ASL
interpreters, of which DSS has
five.
The interpreter assigned to a
student for a particular class
depends on the skill level of the
interpreter and the difficulty of
the subject, she said.
“ One stu den t will have
several different interpreters,”
Kennedy said. “Each subject has
a specific vocabulary.”
She said the interpreters
spend a lot of time both in the
classroom itself, and preparing
for the classes so they can clearly
convey the teachers’ meaning to
the student and vice versa.
According to Kennedy, the
students also need interpreters
for labs.
“Last quarter I had a student
with five labs,” she said. “We
were having to provide 20 hours

of interpretive time a week. It’s a
big job.”
Susan Chilton is also an inter
preter for DSS. She said the
most difficult part of the job was
English poetry classes.
“Rhyme has nothing to do
with ASL,” she said. “And jokes
don’t translate; they’re never
funny. So much is based on lan
guage.”
Chilton said she sits in front
of the class to sign not only what
the teacher and students say, but
everything auditory.
“Auditory things keep hap
pening that people react to, such
as an airplane going overhead or
students talking out in the
hallway and the instructor turns
it into a joke,” she explained.
“Even when the instructor is
not talking and thinks I’m get
ting a break. I’m not,” she said.
“There are students talking. It’s
a nonstop thing.”
She emphasized that ASL is
not a manual interpretation of
English, and that makes inter
pretation difficult.
“You listen to a sentence and
take in the concept,” she said.
“Then you sign it while taking in
another English concept. Ours is
the only language which uses
both sides of the brain simul
taneously, which is something
the experts say you can’t do.

Hiring an outside firm also
would allow ASI to maintain con
trol of its own money. Brown
said.

“We want to reserve as much
autonomy as possible,” she said.
“Without having control of our
money, it’s difficult.”
According to Brown, Bill
Ashby, ASI Budget and Informa
tion Systems analyst, has infor
mation regarding ASI accounting
transactions.
But Ashby said he didn’t feel
comfortable talking about the
current situation, and that it
would not be appropriate to com
ment without ASI Executive
Director Polly Harrigan’s ap
proval. Ashby indicated this was
internal policy.
Additional issues addressed
by the resolution include the cost
of transferring ASI accounting to
Foundation and the cost of main
taining it.
The resolution and its word
ing will be discussed again
tonight at 7 p.m. in U.U. 220.
• Daily staff writer Cristin
■Brady contributed to this report
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Sbecra/ Order Books

' JuCian's •
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Visit the General Book Inform ation Counter

We're...
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•

r%.

Fast
Convenient
Computerized

BGsnoJS^Bookstoie

SPECIAL BOOK DISPLAY

COME CELEBRATE WITH US.
USE YOUR BOOK CLUB CARD & SAVE 10%

756 - 5350

RUSH
Monday
Sports Day

@ IN House
5:00

Wednesday
Friday__
Deli Feed w/AXO Pizza & Bowling
@ U.U. Games Area
@ IN House
6:00
6:00

Tuesday

Thursday

Saturday

Tri-tip BBQ

Slide Show

Smoker

on Mott Gym lawn @ Staff Dining Rm.
5:30
6:00

@ IK House
6:30

For a ride or information, please call Matt 547-1246
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Dena Krumwide

Brock Center

Endangered species laws
hurt California cattle ranchers
Maybe the rancher should be listed under the En
dangered Species Act (ESA) as an endangered species.
Many are crying “wolf” these days when it comes to
the ESA, while others are on the verge of disaster.
The effects of the ESA echo throughout U.S. farms
and ranches. In California alone, an average of $1700
per endangered species listing is paid by the beef in
dustry, costing $700 thousand per year. This figure
does not include costs paid by other agricultural in
dustries.
Species laws have been active for over three
generations, starting in 1966. In 1973 the ESA was
enacted, protecting threatened animals and plants by
forbidding the killing or trade of these species. In the
ESA’s 21-year history, numerous amendments have
been made. Today the act is facing serious problems;
species are being lost in the unorganized shuffle.
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) data
shows that of the 912 U.S. plants and animals listed,
only six have fully recovered and been removed from
the list. Seven species have become extinct while 14
others are facing extinction. An additional 304 have
been listed with no structured plans for recovery.
The Department of the Interior estimates that it
would take close to 50 years and $114 million to
review and list ‘current’ threatened species. At the
same time, more petitions are submitted each year. A
serious problem with the listing process is that
proposals are generally based upon a single report
which may or may not be scientifically sound, thus
creating a backlog.
Individuals with agriculture interest must actively
participate in the process in order to assure livestock
grazing will be considered in the implementation of
the act. California must be successful in demonstrat
ing that cattle grazing is essential for maintenance
and diversity of rangelands. If unsuccessful, the nega
tive effects of the ESA are bound to move eastward,
putting the entire industry in jeopardy.
There is plenty of ground to cover — now is the
time to take action. Reauthorization of the Clean
Water, Endangered Species and Safe Drinking Water
Acts are heated topics up for debate. Get involved.
There are steps and measures that can improve the
sustainability of rangeland resources. Working
together, farmers and ranchers must take respon
sibility for management practices, and be cooperative
stewards of the land. No one wants to see a single
species eliminated from existence.
Realizing each and every being has its place in this
ecosystem, optimum grazing plans should be deter
mined with emphasis on learning about different
climates, soils, precipitation, mineral and water
cycles. We must show that grazing is compatible and
complimentary to endangered species.
It is a difficult decision to step forward and identify
endangered species or proposed endangered species on
your private property. However, this is one way of ac
curately determining population. This is critical if the
ESA is to function as it was intended, protecting truly
endangered species. If accurate population data is not
obtained and countless species are added to the act,
ranchers will indeed be an endangered species.
Dena Krumwide is an agricultural science senior.
The North Forty appears every other Wednesday,

Rand followers accept ‘racist’ doctrine
By Randy Davis

re: “Internal racism leads to racial tension,” Jan. 31
Is Peter J. Kollman a racist, a bigot, or simply a callow
youth who has happened upon the self-described
philosophy of Ayn Rand? Rand, the Russian-born, Sovieteducated author who, in response to the world in which
she found herself “thrown into,” came to espouse a
doctrine of “the right of the individual to the pursuit of
his own happiness.” A compelling argument against
Rand’s defense of the individual’s “right” to the pursuit of
their “happiness” is the intense objectification of the in
dividual, which occurs as this “pursuit of happiness” is
most often carried out in the economic arena.
The little group of Ayn Rand dogmatists here on cam
pus, whose sentiments Kollman echoes so well, believe
that they can make assertions such as Kollman’s: “The
external racist who uses skin color (or any other genetic
attributes) as a primary device for choosing his friends or
enemies does no damage to those around him,” and then
defend their assertion with arguments like the one that I
was graced with last week — that if this individual were
to deny a job to another individual based on an issue such
as skin color, it would not really matter, because, since he
had created the job it would not have existed if he had not
created it and therefore, the party discriminated against
had no bearing on the issue at all.
I would be interested to hear Mr. Kollman’s argument
in support of his “no harm” assertion as it would apply to
those who are simply charged with hiring a company’s
employees. What effects might Kollman’s logic have when
applied to our larger economic picture? Does Kollman ac
count for the fact that the participants in our economy
are inextricably bound and that what might seem harm
less to him might have a negative effect on other entities?
Most likely not. With Kollman it is each person for him
self. And you are damned if you start in a position of less
opportunity, or hold a differing value system.
I suggest that to make judgment based on an issue
such as the particular color of an individual’s skin is cer
tainly prejudicial, discriminatory, and as far as I can see,
racist. However, we are raised to respect the rights of
others to bear opinions which differ from ours. Nonethe
less, I would be interested to see if Kollman is willing to
put his views on human relationships in his resume cover
letter as he begins to pursue his career. If I was hiring, I
would be very interested to know the color of the mind
and soul of the individual before me. In our world it is dif

ficult not to notice difference; this is to discriminate. To
act on this difference is to act in a prejudicial manner.
By acting against this “other,” our “external racist”
gives currency to the issues of prejudice and racism in our
world and thus is acting in an immoral, and inauthentic
manner. In searching for answers to the ontological ques
tions, which arise as he confronts the enigma which is
this universe, Kollman has revealed himself as yet
another myopic upper-middle-class-empirical-data-kindof-guy. Is Peter a person with a closed mind? A person
who dogmatically holds onto his prejudices? Or is he
espousing a truly racist doctrine? I hope not. I hope Mr.
Kollman is simply yet another example of scientific
thought run amuck.
With the idea of an omnipotent and omniscient God
receding from our thought, some people grasp onto the
world of facts, figures, and (too often faulty) logic, in order
to insulate themselves from the “anxiety” that the exis
tentialists argue must exist in order to begin the move
ment of “becoming.” The world would be a better place if
we had more people trying to be a conscious “being,” such
as Sartre or Heidegger describe, rather than attempting

Acting in thefashion that Kollman
supports supercedes anyfallacious
arguments o f intent and works
toward creating an underclass.
to raise themselves up at the expense of another. Acting
in the fashion that Kollman supports supercedes any fal
lacious arguments of intent and works toward creating an
underclass. Maybe Kollman would like to change the
color of his skin and trade places with an individual of
less fortunate circumstance, but I doubt it.
As James Baldwin wrote: “People pay for what they
do, and still more, for what they have allowed themselves
to become. And they pay for it simply by the lives they
lead.”
Randy Davis is an English junior who had hoped to
find a more '‘enlightened” environment at Cal Poly.

A lack of unity hinders progress
“Unification” is a word that means to me “a oneness of
mind and heart.” It means we work together as a unit.
What it does not mean or even signify is a whole bunch of
small, supposedly “unified” groups working against each
other. Nothing is achieved in this way.
Say for example you were walking along and somebody
pulled you back a few steps. Then you took a few more
steps and that person pulled you back again. How would
you react? Would you feel happy to be making no progress
at all, because of somebody else?
What if you were driving your car over Cuesta Grade,
and you wanted to pass a slow truck, and that slow truck
changed to the left lane at the same time that you did,
still traveling just as slowly as before. How would you
feel?
On this cam|5us, I have heard and read statements
about unity and putting forth a “unified front,” but it’s al
ways spoken by a member of a small disgruntled group

who is against the efforts of everybody else. There is no
unity on this campus, only opposition in all directions.
Upon casual observation, what I see is separation of
minorities. By minorities I mean every nationality that
separates itself from others on this campus. And these
minorities stick so closely in their groups, as if they don t
want to be unified with other groups. Upon closer obser
vation, I see bitterness and self-centeredness that exists
behind it all. I read racist statements in the Mustang
Daily, the Spectrum, and on the bathroom walls of the
University Union.
The point I am making is that if we are to get our
education so as to function in the real world, we should be
able to do it together as a unit, so we can truly be called a
student body.
Oaudla Wissbeck
Uberd studi«5 senoc
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SMOKE: Chronology, loopholes of Proposition 188, a smoking ban, revealed and compared with older state laws
From page 2

in large print Philip Morris’ in
volvement in this issue.”
In fact, there were similarities
between Proposition 188 and the
stricter state law.
The Legislature’s measure
bans smoking in most public
facilities and indoor workplaces,

including restaurants. It allows
smoking in bars and gambling
parlors pending creation of in
door clean air standards for
them.
Proposition 188 also banned
s m o k in g in m o st in d o o r
workplaces and other public
facilities. It increased fines for

selling tobacco to minors and
banned tobacco billboards within
500 feet of schools.
But th ere were a few
loopholes.
Among other things, it al
lowed smoking in private offices
and smoking lounges. Res
taurants with proper ventilation

could permit smoking in up to 25
percent of their seating area.
M eanw hile, the proposition
would have overturned local or
dinances, including some that
m an d ated sm ok e-free r e s 
taurants.
The proposition also barred
future local anti-smoking or

dinances.
In June, the Coalition for a
Healthy California tried unsuc
cessfully to keep Proposition 188
off the ballot. It charged signa
ture gatherers often failed to
mention Philip Morris was the
main sponsor or that the proposi
tion would scrap existing laws.

ASSAULT: Student reports stolen credit cards, official believes improved campus lighting won’t deter criminal activity
From page 1
Tortilla Flats.
Tran reported his credit cards
stolen earlier that evening, so
T ortilla F lats im m ediately
notified the police, Kennedy said.
“The suspects got nervous and
split,” Kennedy said.
San Luis Obispo police are on
the lookout for the three
suspects, Kennedy said.
The three men drive a red
Hyundai 4-door and are iden
tified as white or Hispanic males
in their 20s.
Two of the suspects are 6 feet
tall and weigh 200 pounds. One
has dark brown hair combed
back, a thick mustache and was
wearing a black T-shirt and blue
jeans. The other has dark brown

hair combed to the side and was
also wearing a black T-shirt and
blue jeans.
The third suspect is 5 feet 10
inches tall, weighs 200 pounds,
has medium brown hair and
bright green eyes. He was wear
ing a black tank top and blue
jeans.
“The victim described them as
Hispanic — they may have dark
complexions,” Kennedy said.
The last time a felony this
serious happened on-campus was
about a year and a half ago, Ken
nedy said, when a pizza delivery
man was attacked by two stu
dents who stole two pizzas.
“(That) is a serious felony,”
Kennedy said. “These guys could
go to prison for a couple of piz

zas.
He said he hopes Monday
night’s robbery was not per
petrated by students.

"People that walk on (ompus
at night need to take the most
well-lighted pathways and go
in groups instead of taking a
shortcut^ with their own safety
as w e ll"

jQg Risser

Public Safety Director
Tran suggested that the
university improve lighting in
the area where he said he was
attacked.

“If they can, they better put
some lights (by the) tennis courts
(and on) Mustang Stadium so the
chance of this happening will be
less,” 'Tran said.
Kennedy also said he prefers
to see better light in the area at
night.
“The more light the better,” he
said.
But Public Safety Director Joe
Risser said better lighting on
campus does not automatically
discourage crime.
“People that walk on campus
at night need to take the most
well-lighted pathways and go in
groups instead of taking a
shortcut, with their own safety
as well,” Risser said.
Kennedy added that he’d like

to see more students take ad
vantage of the Escort Van ser
vice.
The Escort Van picks up stu
dents on campus and takes them
anywhere within a mile of cam
pus.
“I can’t tell people what to do,
(I can only) make suggestions,”
Kennedy said. “Do you wait 15
minutes and ride home in a van
or do you walk?”
Witnesses who were in Mus
tang Village, C-9 or C-3 parking
lots Monday at 6:30 p.m. may
contact Mike Kennedy or Ray
Berrett in Public Safety at
756-2281.
•Daily Copy Editor Maxine
Gisinger contributed to this
report.

Cal Poly - San Luis Obispo
Housing and Residential Life - Student Affairs Division

Are You Interested
in Becoming
a Resident Advisor
for the 1995-96
Academic Year?
If so, please attend one of
these information sessions.
Applications will be
available there!

M ONDAY, FEBRUARY 6
7 p.m . - Fremont Hall
9 p.m . - Sequoia Hall
TUESD AY, FEB R U AR Y 7
7 p.m . - Yosemite Hall
9 p.m . - Tenaya Hall
W EDENSDAY, FEBRUARY 8
7 p.m . - Santa Lucia Hall
9 p.m . ■ Sequoia Hall
T H U R S D A Y , F E B R U A R Y 16
7 p.m . - Sierra M adre Hall
9 p.m . - Trinity Hall
"L a s t C h an ce" Forum
W E D E N S D A Y , FhT lR U A R Y 22
7 p.m . • Sierra M adre

>r
For further information, contact the
Department o f Residential Life at 756-1226

P a r t n e r s h i p
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The Applied Biosystems Division of Perkin Elmer, the leading producer of
automated systems for biotechnology research, is exploring exciting scientific
realms like the Human Genome Project. Our multi-disciplinary teams of
computer scientists, engineers and strategic marketeers are involved in the
automation of DNA Analysis, PCR (Nobel prize winning technology of 1993),
and Protein and Carbohydrate analysis.
We serve leading-edge academic research and applied science efforts in the
pharmaceutical research, human genetic disease research, environmental
studies, agriculture/food testing and forensics markets throughout the world.
And now we're looking for more team players ready to assist us as we
continue to lead the way into new scientific frontiers. So, if you're a recent
graduate prepared to make a difference in the ever-changing face of life
science, we want to meet you. We are currently looking for:

Small Coffee
and

only 990
Kringla only 45(i with any beverage purchase
February 6 - 10, 1995

+

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
Requirements include an MS or BS in Mechanical Engineering and 0-2 years of related
experience in technical support in an instrument manufacturing environment and/or train
ing. Requires specialized knowledge of mechanical manufacturing engineering, effective
written/verbal communication skills and knowledge of manufacturing processes relevant
to mechanical areas and engineering fundamentals.

Plan to join us at:

Information Session
Wednesday/ February 15/1995
2:15 a.m .
(Staff Dining Room B)

"'O-e .n b rm o lio n

com acl you-

Placement Center or call Carol McKenna
a t ( 4 1 5 ) 6 3 8 - 5 4 4 3 , Perkin Elmer,
Applied Biosystems Division, 8 50 Lincoln
Centre Drive, Foster City. CA 94404 We
are an equal opportunity employer

PERKIN ELMER
C A U ’OIY
Applied Biosystems Division

Y
Located near the library behind Ag Science
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CANO: San Jose native transferred to Cal Poly from UC-Davis
From page 8

“I feel that wrestlers become
closer friends than in any other
sport,” Ted said.
Because he was a coach,
Cano said his father often
treated he and his brother like
the rest of their teammates.
“ He
tre a te d
us lik e
wrestlers,” Cano said. “It was
kind of hard.”
The Cano brothers both be
came record breakers in high
school.
Cano, a four-year starter for
Santa Teresa, broke the school
record for career wins with 123
in 1990, his last year in high
school.
The following year his
brother. Matt, broke the record,
ending with 132 wins his senior
year. Unfortunately for Tim,
the record gave Matt the brag

ging rights when the two dis
cuss their high school wrestling
days.
Matt and Tim, who would
often practice against each
other during their high school
days, now only find time to go
at it in the summers.
“(Matt’s) a good workout
partner,” Tim said.
“I liked (wrestling with Tim)
a lot,” Matt said. “I could try
new moves out on him, and he
could do the same.”
“When (Tim) learned a new
move, he would teach it to me.”
Because Matt wrestles in the
126-pound weight class, he and
Tim, who competes in the 150pound weight class, never com
pete against each other in
matches.
“We were always a couple of
weights apart,” Tim said.

y

Cano, in his last season for Cal Poly, hopes to enter the coaching ranks next
/ Daily photo by
Scott Robinson

L

year

In high school, he said it was
difficult to completely con
centrate on his upcom ing
match until Matt had finished
wrestling.
“I would sometimes get nerv
ous for him,” Tim said.
“ W h e n e v e r ou r team s
wrestle each other it’s tough,”
Matt said. “But I always want
my brother to win.”
In his senior year of high
school, Tim placed seventh in
the state high school champion
ships. And one year later, he
placed second in the state frees
tyle championships.
When it was time to go off to
college, Tim chose to attend
UC-Davis.
“I went there because I liked
the coach and some of my
friends went there too,” 'Tim
said.
He didn’t consider Cal Poly
seriously because wrestling
coach Lennis Cowell had reser
vations about his size.
“He was a lot smaller, maybe
130 or 135 pounds,” Cowell
said. “I felt that he had a great
future ahead of him. He also
had great talent.”
But on his first day at UCDavis, Cano was told in a team
meeting that the wrestling
team was going to be cut from
the athletic program. So for
Tim to compete in wrestling he
was going to have to look at
transferring.
“I finally left Davis because
there were too many distrac
tions,” 'Tim said. “It was getting
too hard to wrestle.”
In his brief stint at UCDavis, he was an NCAA
Division II All-American and

Academic All-American.
When Tim decided to leave
Davis, he found that Cowell
was still interested.
“I was excited because we
saw him grow and become a
real Division I candidate at
UC-Davis,” Cowell said.
Fortunately for Tim, he
didn’t have to sit out a year — a
requirement for athletes who
transfer from one NCAA school
to another — because UC-Davis
gave him his release.
Cano’s workout partner at
Cal Poly is senior Clark Con
over, who wrestles at 158
pounds.
“Working out with Clark is
great,” Cano said. “Practicing
with a larger person makes it a
little easier to finish moves at
my own weight class.”
Cano said coming to Cal Poly
was just what he needed.
“It was one of the best
decisions I’ve ever made,” he
said. “I had to leave my friends
and get out on my own.
“(But) I have made some
great friendships here at Cal
Poly.”
In one month, Cano finishes
his collegiate wrestling career.
But he is not yet ready to leave
the college wrestling ranks.
Since he will be finishing up
his eligibility and won’t be able
to compete after the season,
Cano hopes to becom e a
graduate assistant coach for
the w restling team , next
season.
Being a coach would be a
new role for Tim, but it
wouldn’t be anything new for
the Cano family.

ARRESTED?

Have you, a member of your family, or a friend been charged with a DUI or other
criminal offense? If so, we know what you’re going through and we can help.
For $e\'enteen years, we have represented local people in courtroom appearances in San Luis Obispo and
throughout California. ♦ Simply call us for information or make an appointment for a consultation. ♦ There
is never a charge to answer your questions, advise you of your rights and let you know what will happen in
court ♦ We don't mind taking the time to talk to you and we know from experience that you will feel much
better knowing exactly what is going on. ♦ If you want a public defender, we will tell )w how to go about that
too. ♦ ,\rter we review your case, if you would like us to represent you, you will not have to go to court.

Drinking/Driving Defense Clinic
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‘ Available
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Study at a University
in a Country of your choice
for one academic year
1996-1997
S.L.O Rocaiy Club
is now taking applications for
graduatc/undegraduate students,
vocational, and journalism

Valued up to $21,000.00
Contact before 2/15
F.E. Me Ñamara - 390 Higuera SLO 543- 7778
544- 0224
Lee Balani
Wes Witten
541-4782

Mners dig up
an offensive
coordinator
By Rob dostor
Assaioted Press

SANTA CLARA — Marc
Trestman, a former NFL assis
tant coach who managed bond
portfolios the past three years,
was hired Tuesday as offensive
coordinator of the Super Bowl
champion San Francisco 49ers.
He replaces Mike Shanahan,
who a week ago left San Francis
co to become the Denver Broncos’
head coach.
Trestman, a former assistant
with Minnesota, Tampa Bay and
Cleveland, attended this year’s
Super Bowl as a fan, never
dreaming he’d be contacted by
the 49ers three days later.
Now 39, 'Trestman began his
coaching career in 1982 as a
volunteer assistant at the
University of Miami while at
tending law school. He joins fel
low lawyers Steve Young and
Bart Oates on the 49ers offense.

"Marc Trestman brings some
thing to the table that is
typical of 49er ingenuity."
Carmen Policy

President of the 49ers
“I found out how successful
our president (Carmen Policy)
has been. He’s a lawyer,” 49ers
coach George Seifert said. “I
found out how successful our
quarterback has been. He’s a
lawyer. I found out how success
ful our center has been, and he’s
a lawyer. I was a zoology major. I
somehow stumbled into this
thing.”
'The 49ers also announced
several front office changes.
Dwight Clark was promoted
to vice president and director of
football operations. He played
nine seasons at wide receiver for
the 49ers and made “The Catch,”
which led San Francisco to vic
tory in the 1982 NFC title game
over Dallas en route to its first
Super Bowl title.
Clark replaced John MeVay,
who was appointed a special as
sistant to Policy. Vinny Cerrato
was hired as player personnel
director and will oversee college
and pro scouting.
Seifert also said the 49ers will
not replace quarterbacks coach
Gary Kubiak, who went to Den
ver with Shanahan.
Trestman, who also had a
radio sports talk show on WQAM
in Fort Lauderdale, Fla., is
similar to Seifert — mild-man
nered and thoughtful.
He said his legal background
should help him deal with Young
and Oates, who sometimes mys
tify teammates with legal terms
during practice.
“Maybe I’ll be able to under
stand what they’re talking
about,” 'Trestman said.
After changing their sedate
image on the field this season by
bringing in emotional players
such as Deion Sanders and
fullback William Floyd, the 49ers
have hired a couple of extremely
cerebral guys in the past few
days.
Last week, the 49ers hired
former New York Jets head coach
Pete Carroll as defensive coor
d in ator. He rep la ced Ray
Rhodes, who had become the new
head coach of the Philadelphia
Eagles.
“Marc 'Trestman brings some
thing to the table that is typical
of 49er ingenuity,” Policy said.
“We try to stay on the cutting
edge. This was a nugget and it
was laying there, and it took the
prospecting 49ers to go and find
it.”

Lookie Here!
This could be your
own advertising
space being read by
thousands of col
lege students look
ing for good deals
that you can pro
vide. Don't miss
this chance again!
Call the

Summer Employment in ...
Yosemite

EN U r PRISE:

Y osem ite

Concession Services Corp.

offers you the opportunity to live and w o ri
in one of the world's most beautiful sites.
The “Yosemite Experience" is a tradition of
exceptional guest service. If you have the ability
to w o ti hard aind smile, now is your
chance to join our team.

«
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THE ENTERPRISE
ENTERPRIS TEAM
has opportunities for you!! We are
lookins for sraduatins seniors who are sales
oriented and self motivated and want a career in
Manasement. Ideal candidates will have work experi
ence in sales, customer service, fast-paced retail, partic
ipated in team sports, or held leadership roles in stu
dent clubs. If your interested in a career with an indus
try leader that will provide tremendous opportunities.

A representative will be on campus

Thursday, February 16“’, 1995.

We will be accepting applications for a variety of
^positions in all areas of hospitality service in our hotels,
restaurants, retail, recreational, and support facilities.,*
Housing available to applicant only.

M ustang D aily

SIGN UP AT THE
CAREER CENTER TODAT!

Business Office @

756
1143

ä

Representatives from Bay Area, Southern California and
Northern California will be conducting on campus inter
views on:

-

FEBRUARY 2 8 , 1995
Y o s e m ite C o n c e s s io n S e r v ic e s C o r p
Yosem ite National Park
Hum an Resources
C aliforn ia ‘15389
( 2 0 9 ) 3 7 2 -1 2 3 6

Equal O pD orÜ liv Employer
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Campus B iu b s f ll
It's raining cans and bottles
Let's see some sun.
Recycle for food and fun.
Campus R ecycling C oalition
Meets Tuesday 9 6:00 pm
Bldg 52-E47. ALL ARE WELCOME!!

POLY PHASE

FINAL PLAYBACKS
THURS FEB 9 0 11-12 ONLY!!
MEP BLDG(40) POLY PHASE CAGE
HOTLINE 756-6050

POLY REP

Applications are due Feb. 17th!
Pick one up in Admin, Room 206.

SCE

John Shamma of Metropolitan
Water District will speak on
the DomenigonI Valley Reservoir
Refreshments 7:00. Meetirig 7:30
February 8th. Room 13-118.
Valentina C lassified form s
already here! Pick them up in
the UU or stop by the Mustang
Daily oriice-bldg. 26-226.
A cornpleted form enters you
in a drawing tor two free
dinners at Angelo's
Italian Restaurant!!

X Announcem ents^ V
FLOWER DESIGNS BY STEPHANI
VALENTINE S DAY ROSE SPECIAL-ONE
DOZ. ROSES $28.00 FREE DELIVERY
TO SLO. PRE-PAY OR MAJOR CREDIT
CARDS ACCEPTED TAKING ORDERS TO
2/12/95 CALL 481-5737 CREDIT
CARD ORDERS CALL 489-7943

GIVE LIFE.
GIVE BLOOD.

Cal Poly February Blood Drives
Call to schedule your
donation appointment

543-4290

Tri-Counties Blood Bank
WOMEN S SUPPORT G R 6 u P FORMING
tor students who have experierrced unwanted or unwelcome
sexual contact-ie date rape or
sexual harassment. For info
call Michelle 756-2600.
Confidentiality respected

CmSSIFIED

Ï^A nnounoem ehts

X

THE EXTRACULTURAL HUMANITY
IS LOOKING FOR NEW MEMBERS TO
HELP CREATE A MORE UNIFIED
CAMPUS. IF INTERESTED PLEASE
ATTEND A FREE BARBECUE THIS
SUNDAY AT 5PM IN YOSEMITE HALL'S
MAIN LOUNGE OR CALL DAN O X3782

LOSE rr?. FIND IT!, RENT IT, DO IT!
*•* MUSTANG DAILY CLASSIFIEDS ***

Greek News

Miscellaneous

TRAP SHOOT & TRH
TIP

KX RUSH

CASH FOR COMICS & GAMING ITEMS
NEW COMICS THURSDAY MORNINGS!
NEW GAMES WEEKLY. THE SUB COMICS
GAMES & POSTERS 785 MARSH 541-3735

WEDNESDAY FEB. 8 5:30PM
MEET AT THE AI«K HOUSE
244 CALIFORNIA BLVD.
FOR INFO. OR RIDES CALL
MITCH AT 545-7795 OR 543-9818

SPRING RUSH

BUILDING THE BETTER MAN
WED-HILARIOUS HYPNOTIST CHAD
DUBRUL 4 AO n SORORITY IN THE
AVENUE-6PM
FRI-MOCKTAIL TRI-TIP PARTY W/
I K SORORITY 6PM
CALL 547-1901 FOR RIDES AND INFO

Delta Tau

Thur.Feb.9 BBQ on lawn in front
Bldg. 52 during U.U. Hour
Thur.Feb.9 Subs and Slides 6:00
Sun.Feb 12 Smoker, Coat and Tie
(Invite only)
Mon.Feb.13 Interviews 7:00
All Events at House unless
otherwise stated.
For rides or Into. Call
544-5769/543-9656

EOE

OMICRON CLASS

MON 2/6 Slideshow w/XAB Chumash
TUE 2/7 CasirK) Nile w/ZTA 07p m
WED 2/8 Phi Sig 500 0 6pm
FRI 2/10 Italian Feast 0 6pm
SAT 2/11 Sports Day ONoon
All events 01230 Monte Vista St
Unless noted. Rktes/lnlo:
Call Scott at 541-4605
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Spring 1995 Rush
WED.2/8 U.U.GAMES AND PIZZA
6:00PM U.U. GAMES CENTER MCPHEES
THURS.2/9 SMOKER/SLIDE SHOW
7:00PM SANDWICH PLANT (ON CAMPUS)
SAT. 2/11 CASUAL NIGHT
5:00PM-1617 SANTA ROSA(AXAHOUSE)

Congratulations on Initiation
Dwight Cal Gilbert Mike Nate
Billy Erin Brian R.B. Jerry

Lost cockatisi 1/31 If found
Plsass call 547-9456

WORK STUDY STUDENT
Wanted to provide clerical
assistance in Journalism Dept,
office.
to hours per week, $5 per hour.
Call 7 ^-2 5 0 8 or stop by
building 26, room 228.

Services

<I)A0
Mon Pizza & Pool OU.U. 9pm
Tues Slide Show O A<D 6pm
Wed BBQ O Theatre Lawn 5pm
Thurs Tri-Tip Dinner O <I>Ae 6^pm
Fri Casino Night O «DAB (Invite)

AT OUR FINGERTIPS SECRETARIAL
SCHOOL PAPERS & RESUMES A MORE
PICK UP/DELIVERY AVAIL 4663337

<I>A0
Any questions call:Jason5444PHI

RUSH

KL

Wed. Feb 8 Tri-Tip BBQ and
Volleyball O Mott Gym 5pm
Thur. Feb 9 Pizza, Bowling, and
Pool O McPhee's 6pm
Sat. Feb. 11 Hockey with the Bro’s
9 K1 House ^ m
Sun. Feb. 12 The Smoker
Invite Only
Mon. Feb. 13 Preferential Dinner
9 Izzy's Invite only
For Rides or Info, call 594-1061

S tE . TW\5 SNOWMAN IS lU
A SNOW CNk AND WE SA f^,
"DARN IT, THE ENGINE
FROZE VJP.'" HA HA HA HA.'
GET IT^-^

CASH PAID FOR USED CD S,TAPES,&
LP'S CHEAP THRILLS AND RECYCLED
RECORDS 563 HIGUERA NEW RELEASE
CD'S ONLY $12.98 OPEN M-SAT TO 9

WANTED

Complete Valentina form s
fo r a chance to w in dinner
at Angelo's Italian Restaurant.
Time is running o u tll

Wanted

ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
24 HOUR LIFELINE
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
541-CARE (541-2273)

Sigma Pi
RUSH

WED-SINK A SUB 6pm OSOS ST. SUBS
THU-PIZZA/BOWLING 4pm UU BOWL
SAT-CARAVAN TO CAMELOT (INVITE)
SUN-INTERVIEWS AND SMOKER
AT HOUSE INVITE ONLY
FOR RIDES OR INFO CALL 547-1277

LOST

GOLD CHARM. 2 DOLPHINS
PLEASE CALL 549-0482

RUSH

RUSH

Wad-Caaino NHe-770 ISLAY - 6PM
Questions call Rich at 544-8885

Hot Wirvgs arxl House Tours
For rides call 543-9784

CASH FOR COLLEGE.900,000 GRANTS
AVAIL. No repayment - EVER!
Quality immed. 1(800)243-2435

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION MAJORS:
Summer work w/Resume Experience
Make $1,922 per month. Interviews
being held. Call 594-8814 tor
more details & interview times.

HKA

OEK
Membership Has Us Priviledges!

Wed. Feb. 8th
6-8pm @ KX
Lost & Found

EOE

TKE RUSH

BUY IT. HELP IT. SELL IT. MAKE IT.

Greek News

Greek News

RUSH

TO ADVERTISE IN MUSTANG DAILY CLASSIFIEDS, CALL 756-1143

BUT IF THE CAR IS MADE
OF SNOW. THE ENGINE
WOULD M £LT IF IT WASNT
FROZEN
EITHER WAS, IT
WOUEDNT RUN ___^

ENTERPRISE
RENT-A-CAR

GREAT CARS FOR POLY STUDENTS
$59.99 WEEKEND SPECIALS 545-9111
Math tutor PhD all 100-500 level
courses 528^0625

SCORE MORE!!
GMAT 72 Pts
GRE214 Pts
LSAT 7.5 Pts
PRINCETON REVIEW (805) 995-0176

'995

Oil byUrw«r§J|! P'm Synö<al«

Opportunities
III CAUTION III
Make No Investments Or Provide
Banking or Credit Information
Without Investigating Advertisements
In The Opportunities Section
CASH FOR COLLEGE. 900,000 GRANTS
AVAILABLE. NO REPAYMENT. EVER.
QUALIFY IMMEDIATELY. 18002432435
FAST FUNDRAISER-RAISE $500 IN 5
DA YS-GREEKS,GROUPS,CLUBS
MOTIVATED INDIVIDUALS, FAST.
EASY-NO FINANCIAL OBLIGATION
(800)775-3851 EXT.33
Fundraiser
Exclusively fo r fratarnilies,
Sororitiaa, and student
organizations.
Earn money without spending a
dime Just 3-5 days ol your time
A little work a lot of money
Call for info. No obligation
1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65
Roughing It Day Camp-Traditional
outdoor camp committed to help
ing full season Group counselors
Instructors: horseback riding/
swim/1istvcanoe/sports/cratt&'
adventure
Rels/Exper/Excel DMV Coma see
us at the Job Fair: Fab. 16th.
Call: 510-283-3795 lor info
Summer CAMP Counselors-HIGH
Sierras CO-ED NO. OF LAKE TAHOE
Great JOB FOR APP. BOB Stein PO
BOX 519 Portola CA 96122
(FAX)-(916) 832-4834

Employment
EXCEPTIONAL SUMMER OPPORTUNITY
Camp Wayrre lor Boy and Girls, NE
PA (3hrs/NYC)-Spor1s oriented
Counselors/Specialists for all
Land/Water Sports, Camping,
Climbing/Ropes, Mountain Biking,
Computers, A&C, Video, Radio.
On Campus Interviews on Thursday,
February 16 Please call
1-800-825-6747 or 516-883-3067.

fl f

Homes for Sale
FREE LIST of all HOUSES & CONDOS
FOR SALE IN SLO. Farrell Smyth R/E
Steve Nelson**"543-8370***
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Cal Poly can’t find end to frustrations
8 WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 1995

Coach Steve Reason
loses cool in 70-64
loss to Cleveland St.

There was still a breath of
hope for the Mustangs, but
sophomore forward Brian Hyde’s
attempted reverse lay-up was
blocked by Vikings junior for
ward Keith Roberson.
Levesque
had
almost
vanished late in the game as he
was held scoreless during the
final two-minute stretch.
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By Franco Castaldini
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Doily Assistant Sports Editor
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Once again, Cal Poly’s elusive
first Division I victory was in
sight Monday.
But, once again, that vision
was blurred by the reality of in
experience.
The men’s basketball team
(1-20) lost its seventh straight
game Monday night in the final
minutes to Cleveland State
(8-13), 70-64.
Once again the Mustangs
weren’t able get over that hump
that has prevented the team
from gaining its first victory
against a Division I team.

Levesque has proven to be the
go-to guy for most of the season.
Besides carrying the scoring
burden every game, Levesque
has led the team in rebounding.
His recent hot-hand and his
constant hustle on the court has
molded him into a leader.
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Levesque said he’s always
been some kind of leader on the
court, but recently he’s just
redirecting where he can show
his leadership skills.
Before his sudden scoring
spree, Levesque showed his
leadership skills by constantly
hustling on the court.

p a i

M en's basketball
But Cal Poly had their chan
ces in this one.
After an impressive ninepoint comeback in the second
half, the Mustangs were down
61-60 with 2:09 left. That win
which had slipped away in pre
vious games was in sight.
Coach Steve Beason yelled
from the bench to his players,
“Get the ball to Dam ien
(Levesque).”
Throughout the game. Cal
Poly had looked to the sophomore
forward as its go-to guy. After
all, he had 18 points and it was
his tenth straight game in double
figures.
However, during these last
crucial minutes, the ball wasn’t
given to Levesque. Instead, it
went to junior forward Brian
Stewart who took a three-point
shot which failed to connect.
Beason said senior guard
David Dineen was doubled, leav
ing Stewart open at the top of
the key. At first, Stewart was
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The first eight minutes of the
game, Levesque dominated the
court and so did the Mustangs.
Cal Poly jumped out to an early
lead, surprising Cleveland State.

M
J

The Mustangs were shooting
an impressive 69 percent from
the field and out-rebounding the
taller Cleveland State team.
The Mustangs led the Vikings
by as much as nine during the
Cleveland State's Jamal Jocicson goes up for an easy two in W ednesda/s
70-64 victory over Cal Poly. / Daily photo by L. Scott Robinson

hesitant, but he took the shot,
even though he was having one
of his poorest games of the
season.
Stewart finished the game
with two points, shooting 14 per
cent from the field. Levesque led
the Mustangs with 18 points.
After the game, Beason said
he had no regrets about Stewart
taking the shot.
“We wanted Brian to shoot
that shot,” Beason said. “We’re

Just a chip off
the old block

not going to pass up a wide open
three, and Brian is a pretty good
shooter.”
Stewart has shot 39 percent
from the field and is nine of 23
from the three-point line this
season.
After Stewart missed his
three-point attempt, Cleveland
S tate’s senior guard Craig
Caldwell hit his own three-point
shot, giving the Vikings a four
point lead.

first eight minutes, but saw that
lead dwindle away.
Frustration overtook Beason
when Cal Poly lost its lead.
Beason displayed some un
characteristic behavior during
the first half. After senior guard
Brandon Wilkerson missed a
dunk, Beason kicked a chair that
went flying into the stands.
Nobody was hurt in the incident,
and Beason said he was upset
that he acted irrationally.
The Vikings bounced back and
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Family ties in wrestling
have extended to the mats of
Cal Poly.
Physical education senior
Tim Cano is a product of a
family where wrestling is a
tradition passed down through
the generations.
Cano’s younger brother Matt
is a junior on the Stanford
wrestling team. Their father,
Ted Cano, was also a collegiate
wrestler, competing at Chico
State in 1965-66.
When 'Tim entered high
school in 1986, his father, Ted,
already a teacher at Santa
Teresa High School in San Jose,
became the assistant wrestling
coach. Ted, a safety education
and career planning teacher,
had been head wrestling coach
at Santa Teresa for ten years
before retiring in 1980. He
chose to step down from the
high school coaching ranks to

coach his sons in Little League
and soccer.
“I wanted to spend more
time with my kids,” he said.
Seven years later, Ted
returned to coaching when 'Tim
entered high school. He
remained a part of the program
until Matt graduated from
Santa Teresa in 1991, a year
after Tim left for college.
“It was a really neat ex
perience coaching my sons,”
Ted said. “I feel my sons were
given some good role models
through wrestling.”
But 'Tim isn’t the only
wrestler Ted coached v/ho chose
to come to Cal Poly.
The list of former Cal Poly
wrestlers who were proteges of
Ted include Phil Danko, Dale
Amber, Caesar Escadero and
Robert Nieto.
Ted introduced his two sons
to wrestling when they were in
junior high, but they had been
around wrestling for most of

It seemed like Cleveland
State was going to wrap up the
game early in the second half,
but the relentless Mustangs
regained control and closed the
gap.
But Cal Poly just couldn’t
close it all the way.
'Tucker said the team knows
that it is running out of time to
win its first game against a
Division I opponent.
“There’s not too many home
games and if there’s anytime to
get it done, it’s now,” Tucker
said.

CLE> ELAND ST. 70
CAL POLY 64
CLEVELAND ST. (8-13)
HUl 3-6 1-4 7, Sims 7-12 0-0 15,
Roberson 0-1 4-6 4, Caldwell 3-7 2-2
10, Roy 5-12 2-3 13, Zeiglur 1-3 2-4
4, Nichelson 0-0 0-0 0, Jackson 7-13
I - 1 15, Meeks 1-1 0-0 2. Totals
27-55 12-20 70.
CALPOiy (1-20)
IXicker 4-9 0-0 9, Croy 5-8 0-1
10, Levesque 7-14 4-6 18, Dineen
4-10 1-6 13, Stewart 1-7 0-0 2,
Wilkerson 1-4 1-4 3, Hyde 1-2 2-2 4,
Kjellesvig 2-3 0-0 5. Totals 25-57
II17 64.
Score by Halfs:
Cleveland St.........41 29
Cal Poly.............. 33 31
Three-Point goals—Cleveland
St. 4-14 (Sims 1-5, Caldwell 2-6,
Rey 1-2, Jackson 0-1) Cal Poly 3-13
{'Ihcker 1-2, Dineen 1-6, Stewart
0-3, K je lle s v ig 1-2). F ouled
out—'Ricker. Rebounds— Cleveland
St. 36 (Hill and Roy 5). Cal Poly 31
('Ricker 11). Assists—Cleveland St.
13 (Caldwell 4), Cal F\)ly 15 (Dineen
5). Total fouls— Cleveland St. 15,
Cal Poly 15. A—880.

W O M E N ' S TENNIS
MUSI6M.ÜS

Mustangs’ wrestler part of family tradition
By Nathan Abler

didn’t look back the rest of the
first half. Cleveland State had
four players finish the game in
double figures.
Sophomore forward Jamal
Jackson led the Vikings with 15
points and eight rebounds.
Although, the Mustangs went
into halftime only down 41-33,
the team’s hot shooting went cold
early in the second half.

SINGLES

112A1IÜ

UI

1. Gwen Ntkora
def. Gina Cheli
3. 6 2)
2 . Shaley Denier
def. Allison
Ught
(6 3. 2 -6 . 6 4)
3. Michelle Berkowltz
def.
Michelle Barge
(6-3. 6-3)
4. Christine Walter CP def. Erin
Cicalo
(6 0. 6 1)
5. Kristen Simpson CP def. Emily
Walpole
(6 3. 6 3)
6 . Allssa Bailey CP def. Heather
Taylor
(6-3, 6 2)

CP, (6

IJJ

CP.

UI,

CP

UI,

X

UI,

UI.

DOUBLES
1. Tracy Arnold & Kristen Simpson
CP def. Gwen Nlkora & Heather
Taylor
(6 2 . 5 -7 . 6 4)
2. Christine Walter & Michelle
Berkowltz
def. Michelle Bargen
& Shaley Denier
(6 3. 6-1)
3. Allssa Bally & Julie Acres CP def.
Erin Clealo & Emily Walpole
(6
4. 7 -6 (7-3))

UI,

CP

UI.

UI,

Senior Tim Cano, right, congratulates his practice partner senior Clark Con
over after a victory against Fresno State last week. / Daily photo by L. Scott
Robinson

their lives because of his invol
vement with the sport.
“(My father) taught me most
of my values through wres
tling,” Cano said.
Spoken like a true wrestler.

Ted said he believed wrestling
has offered Tim and Matt a
type of comraderie they
wouldn’t have experienced in
any other sport.
See C A N O , page 6

M e n ’s Volleyball
Overall Record 2 -2
Cal Poly def. Southern Oregon
(13 15. 15-11, 15 12) •
Cal Poly def. Oregon State
(14-16, 15 3. 15 13)
Arizona State def. Cal Poly
(15 12. 7 -1 5. 15-12)
Utali Valley def. Cal Poly
(15 9 . 11-15. 15 12)

